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In many animal groups, coordinated activity is facilitated by the emergence
of leaders and followers. Although the identity of leaders is to some extent
predictable, most groups experience frequent changes of leadership. How do
group members cope with such changes in their social role? Here, we compared the foraging behaviour of pairs of stickleback fish after a period of
either (i) role reinforcement, which involved rewarding the shyer follower
for following, and the bolder leader for leading, or (ii) role reversal, which
involved rewarding the shyer follower for leading, and the bolder leader
for following. We found that, irrespective of an individual’s temperament,
its tendency to follow is malleable, whereas the tendency to initiate collective
movement is much more resistant to change. As a consequence of this lack of
flexibility in initiative, greater temperamental differences within a pair led to
improved performance when typical roles were reinforced, but to impaired
performance when typical roles were reversed.

1. Introduction
In many animal groups, coordinated activity is facilitated by the emergence of a
leader who initiates and/or directs group movement, with other members of
the group adopting the role of follower [1–3]. Studies have shown that leaders
may have greater need to impose their preferences on the rest of the group
[4– 11], they may possess superior information about the best choice of action
[1,12 –14], or they may simply be temperamentally less willing to follow
others [3,15]. Nevertheless, although leadership is to some extent predictable,
most groups experience frequent changes of leader, either intermittently
[16 –19], or as part of a regular pattern of alternation (‘turn taking’) [20,21].
How do group members cope with such changes in their social role?
The ability of individuals to respond to change in leadership might depend
on personality. Theoretical modelling predicts that differences in responsiveness can be a driving force for the emergence and maintenance of personality
differences in animals, with less responsive individuals becoming leaders and
more responsive individuals becoming followers [3]. Furthermore, personality
differences and responsiveness can coevolve through a positive feedback [22].
In support of these ideas, many empirical studies have shown that shyer individuals are more responsive to others, whereas bolder individuals are less
responsive [15,23– 25]. Consequently, one might predict that bolder individuals
should perform poorly when forced to adopt the role of follower, whereas shy
individuals should adapt more easily to the role of leader. To the best of our
knowledge, however, the ability of bold and shy individuals to cope with
different social roles has never been tested.
Here, we test experimentally how well individual stickleback fish in a foraging pair can adapt to changes in leadership. In particular, we seek to compare
the behavioural adaptability of bold and shy fish to the roles of leader and follower. Our previous work has shown that this species displays consistent
individual differences in the tendency to emerge from cover (i.e. variation in
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Figure 1. Schematic view of the experimental tank. A sight blocker (area
with dashed border line) is made of opaque cardboard to prevent fish in
the tank from seeing the human experimenter.

personality [26]), and that when foraging pairs synchronize
their emergence from cover, the bolder pair member typically
leads [11,15,25]. In this study, we manipulated social roles
within a number of pairs through either (i) role reinforcement,
which involved rewarding the shyer follower for following,
and the bolder leader for leading, or (ii) role reversal, which
involved rewarding the shyer follower for leading, and
the bolder leader for following (a schematic view of the
experimental set-up is shown in figure 1). We then used
continuous-time Markov models to quantify the tendency
of bolder and shyer members of both role-reinforced and
role-reversed pairs to initiate collective movement and to
follow their partners. In this way, we could assess the ability
of both bolder and shyer individuals to adapt to changes
in leadership.

2. Material and methods
(a) Study animals
Three-spined sticklebacks were collected with a sweep net from a
tributary of the River Cam (outskirts of Cambridge, UK) during
2010. Fish were immediately transferred to our laboratory at the
University of Cambridge, and housed in two large glass tanks
(120  60  60 cm), each containing about 100 fish. Fish were
allowed to habituate to laboratory conditions for at least one
month before being used for any experiment. Each holding
tank was equipped with artificial plants, aeration and an undergravel filtering system. Fish were fed to satiation daily on frozen
bloodworms (chironomid larvae). Temperature was set at
12 + 18C, with a controlled photoperiod of 10 L : 14 D cycles,
which prevented fish from becoming sexually active [27].

(b) Temperament assessment
Fish to be used in experiments were moved to partitioned
holding tanks (60  30  40 cm) for individual identification.
Each fish was individually held in one of six compartments
(10  30  40 cm each), separated by transparent partitions that
allowed fish to see their neighbours and minimize stress. Each
compartment was lined with gravel, with one artificial plant for
a shelter and one white plastic plate (2  2 cm) on which food
was delivered. Each fish received two medium-sized bloodworms
daily. Water quality was maintained through an undergravel
filtration system.

(c) Experimental procedures
Each fish with a relatively high temperament score (i.e. bold fish,
temperament range 0.32–0.51) was randomly paired with a fish
with relatively low temperament score (i.e. shy fish, temperament
range 0.14–0.27). Bold and shy fish did not significantly differ in
body length (46.4 + 0.64 mm and 47.3 + 0.36 mm, respectively;
t ¼ 21.29, d.f. ¼ 34, p ¼ 0.206). Fish in a pair were randomly
designated as either leader or follower, creating eight pairs with
a bold leader and a shy follower (referred to as ‘role-reinforced’
pairs), and 10 pairs with a shy leader and a bold follower (‘rolereversed’ pairs). The ‘role-reinforced’ and ‘role-reversed’ labels
stem from the fact that, in three-spine sticklebacks, as well as in
many other species, bold individuals are known to emerge naturally as leaders and shy individuals as followers when they
move into a risky foraging area [15,25,30].
Pairs were transferred one at a time to the experimental tank,
with one individual in each lane. This time, the tank was divided with a transparent partition instead of an opaque one,
through which fish could see one another. After a 10 min acclimation period, the experimenter delivered a food item (one very
small bloodworm together with approx. 2 ml of water via a pipette) in the feeding pipe on the designated leader’s side every
time it left cover while its partner was still under cover (regardless
of whether it was followed by the partner), and did the same for
the designated follower every time it followed the designated
leader out of cover. When the behaviour of the pair contradicted
their designated social roles (i.e. when the designated follower
initiated a trip out of cover or when the designated leader followed
it) the experimenter delivered a pipette with approximately 2 ml of
water taken from a container full of blood worms (thus providing
the same smell cues as a successful trip, but without any actual
reward in terms of food).
The experiment was run either until 2 h had elapsed or until
the designated leader had consumed 40 food items (roughly
equivalent to a daily food portion in wet weight). After each
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Fish were allowed to acclimate for two days in the compartments, and then individual temperament was assessed using the
same set-up adopted in our previous experiments [11,15,
21,25,28,29]. An experimental tank (70  30  30 cm) was divided lengthwise into two long lanes with an opaque plastic
partition (figure 1). Each lane was lined with gravel to create a
‘safe’, deep, covered area (15 cm depth) with an artificial plant
at one end, and a ‘risky’, shallow, exposed area (3 cm depth) at
the other. A white plastic plate (10  15 cm) and a grey PVC
feeding pipe (approx. 5 cm) with an opening (3  3 cm) facing
the ‘safe’ end were present at the ‘risky’ end of each lane to
make the set-up identical to the one used in later experiments.
The feeding pipe was placed in such a way that its opening
was facing slightly outward to prevent the fish in the next lane
from seeing inside the pipe. A cardboard barrier was placed on
top of the aquarium, in front of the feeding pipes, to prevent
fish from seeing the human experimenter. During each temperament assessment, an individual fish was placed at the ‘safe’ end
of a lane, and after 10 min acclimation, its behaviour was
recorded from above for 2 h using a video camera (Toshiba
Camileo X100, Toshiba Corporation, Japan). When the recording
was finished, fish were transferred back to their individual compartments and fed on two medium-sized bloodworms daily.
From the video playback, the horizontal position of a fish
was tracked at five frames per second using automated motiontracking software (ANTRACKS v. 0.99, http://www.antracks.org).
From the tracking, we determined the time fish spent in each
area (‘safe’ versus ‘risky’), and estimated individual temperament as the proportion of time spent in the ‘risky’ area. This
measure is known to be highly repeatable in this species [15],
and we have used this measure in our previous works
[11,15,21,25,28,29].
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Figure 2. An explanation of a Markov model and the best estimates of transition intensities. (a) Each box represents the experimental tank, where fish move
between a ‘safe’ covered area (grey) and a ‘risky’ exposed area (white). The number in the top-right corner is a state number, and qij represents a transition
intensity from state i to state j. Bold fish and their movements are show in red, and shy fish and their movements are show in blue. Below are the best estimates
(and 95% CIs) for (b) role-reinforced pairs, and (c) role-reversed pairs. Arrow width is scaled to the transition intensity.
experimental session, fish were returned to their individual compartments and fed the appropriate amount of food such that all
fish eventually received 40 bloodworms each day. The experiment
was repeated for four consecutive days, and fish behaviour was
video-recorded as described above.

(d) Data analysis
From the video playback, the position of each fish in the tank was
tracked as described for the temperament assessment. To determine the movement rules followed by individuals in each
treatment, we applied a continuous-time Markov model to the
observed data (figure 2a), in which the position of a pair was categorized as falling into one of four distinct states at any given time:
both fish were under cover (state 1); the bold fish was out of cover
and the shy fish was under cover (state 2); vice versa (state 3); or
both fish were out of cover (state 4). In each pair, on the last day
of the experiment, this Markov model was fitted to the time
series of state transitions so as to estimate transition intensities
between pairs of states. These transition intensities, denoted qij,
for the transition from state i to state j, reflect biologically meaningful decisions in terms of group coordination. Transition intensity
q12 represents the tendency of the bold fish to leave cover alone
(i.e. to initiate a trip), q21 the tendency of the bold fish to terminate
a trip while out alone, q34 the tendency of the bold fish to join
a shyer partner that is already out, and q43 the tendency to terminate the joint trip; for the shy fish, the same tendencies are
represented by the transition intensities q13, q31, q24 and q42, respectively. Thus, q12 and q21 allow us to quantify the tendency of the
bold to lead, and q34 and q43 provide an analogous measure for
its tendency to follow (for the shy, the corresponding intensities
are q13 and q31 to lead, and q24 and q42 to follow).
The simplest null model of movement would be one in which
the fish ignore one other, so that q12 ¼ q34, q21 ¼ q43, q13 ¼ q24 and

q31 ¼ q42 (implying that the tendency of either fish to leave or
return to cover is the same, regardless of its partner’s location).
We have already shown in previous papers [15,25] that this
null model can be rejected, and that fish are more likely to join
a partner than to initiate a trip by themselves (i.e. q12 , q34
and q13 , q24). The impact of changes in social role was investigated by comparing transition intensities in role-reinforced
pairs (denoted q) versus role-reversed pairs (denoted q 0 ), using
bootstrapping (n ¼ 10 000).
To investigate how the temperamental difference between
pair members influences pair performance, we awarded each
pair a score of 1 for every trip out of cover that led to both
pair members acquiring food, 0.5 when only one member
acquired food and 0 when neither member acquired food. The
average scoring rate ( per minute) on each day was used as a
measure of the joint efficiency of the pair, and we tested whether
it was explained by the temperamental difference between pair
members, using a generalized linear mixed model with training
day as a random effect.

3. Results
To quantify individual movement rules, we modelled fish
movement as a continuous-time Markov process, in which
each fish could be either in cover or out foraging at any
given time (figure 2). In both role-reinforced and rolereversed pairs, movement patterns were qualitatively similar
to those observed in our previous works [15,25], in that both
members of a pair were more likely to emerge from cover
when their partner was out and to return when their partner
was in cover, and these differences were in almost all cases
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Figure 3. Transition intensities on the last day of the experiment estimated from the Markov model. Tendencies for bold (red circles) and for shy fish (blue circles) in
control and role-reversed pairs to (a) initiate (q12 and q 0 12 for bold fish, q13 and q 0 13 for shy fish), (b) return (q21 and q 0 21 for bold fish, q31 and q 0 31 for shy fish),
(c) join (q34 and q 0 34 for bold fish, q24 and q 0 24 for shy fish) and (d ) abandon (q43 and q 0 43 for bold fish, q42 and q 0 42 for shy fish). Values are the best estimates
(and 95% CIs).
significant (for bold fish in role-reinforced pairs, q34 . q12,
p , 0.001 and q21 . q43, p , 0.001; for shy fish in role-reinforced
pairs, q24 . q13, p , 0.001 and q31 . q42, p , 0.001; for bold fish
in role-reversed pairs, q 0 34 . q 0 12, p , 0.001 and q 0 21 . q 0 43,
p , 0.001; for shy fish in role-reversed pairs, q 0 24 . q 0 13,
p ¼ 0.170 and q 0 31 . q 0 42, p , 0.001). In other words, fish
attend to one another’s position and respond accordingly.

(a) Impact of experimental treatment on individual
movement rules
Turning to the impact of treatment on movement patterns, we
found that both bold and shy fish responded to the imposed reward scheme in the manner one might expect: bold
fish showed a lesser tendency to lead (figure 3a; q 0 12 , q12,
p ¼ 0.039) and a greater tendency to follow (figure 3c;
q 0 34 . q34, p , 0.001) in role-reversed compared with rolereinforced pairs (i.e. when they were rewarded for following
rather than for leading); vice versa, shy fish showed a greater
tendency to lead (figure 3a; q 0 13 . q13, p ¼ 0.002) and a lesser
tendency to follow (figure 3c; q 0 24 , q24, p , 0.001) in rolereversed compared with role-reinforced pairs (i.e. when
they were rewarded for leading rather than for following).
Contradicting the predictions outlined in the Introduction
[1,14,21,22–24], we did not find any difference in the adaptability of bold and shy individuals to changes in leadership.
However, we did find that, for both bold and shy individuals,
the tendency to lead is much less flexible than the tendency to
follow. The tendency to initiate trips differed only between
treatments by 27% in bold and 46% in shy fish (figure 3a;
q12/q 0 12 ¼ 1.27 [95% CI: 1.01 –1.59]; q 0 13/q13 ¼ 1.46 [1.14 –
1.91]), with virtually no difference in the tendency to return

to cover when out alone (figure 3b; q 0 21/q21 ¼ 1.05 [0.87 –
1.26]; q31/q 0 31 ¼ 1.18 [0.99 –1.41]). By contrast, the tendency
to join a partner out of cover (i.e. the act of following) differed
much more remarkably between treatments. The bold fish
was over three times faster to follow when cast in the role
of follower rather than leader (figure 3c; q 0 34/q34 ¼ 3.53
[2.78 –4.49]), and this change was much greater than that in
leading (q 0 34/q34 . q12/q 0 12, p , 0.001). Similarly, the shy
fish cast in the role of a leader almost completely stopped following the bold (figure 3c; q24/q 0 24 ¼ 4.07 [3.23 –5.07]),
showing more flexibility than that in leading (q24/q 0 24 .
q 0 13/q13, p , 0.001). Analogous changes were seen in the
tendency to abandon joint trips: a bold fish was much
slower to abandon its partner when cast in the role of a
follower rather than leader (figure 3d; q43/q 0 43 ¼ 1.42
[1.21 –1.67]; q43/q 0 43 . q21/q 0 21, p ¼ 0.012), whereas a shy
fish was much quicker to do so when cast in the role of a
leader rather than a follower (figure 3d; q 0 42/q42 ¼ 1.90
[1.62 –2.23]; q 0 42/q42 . q31/q 0 31, p , 0.001).
In summary, fish (whether bold or shy) can easily learn to
follow, but they cannot easily learn to lead. More precisely,
temperamental differences in the tendency to follow are
easily overridden by changes in the reward scheme (the red
and blue lines cross in figure 3c,d), whereas temperamental
differences in the tendency to lead are much more resistant
to change (the red and blue lines do not cross in figure 3a,b).

(b) Collective performance
Lastly, turning from individual movement rules to collective
performance (measured as the joint rate of food acquisition),
we found that joint feeding rates were strongly affected by the
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Figure 4. Joint feeding rate of fish pairs plotted against the difference in
boldness between pair members. Open triangles represent average feeding
rates over 4 days (+1 s.e.) for the role-reinforced pairs, and the solid
line the corresponding prediction of the best-fit linear model. Filled circles
and the dashed line represent equivalent values for the role-reversed pairs.

difference in temperament between pair members, but that
the effect differed between role-reinforced and role-reversed
pairs (x21 ¼ 18:20, p , 0.001; figure 4). When natural roles
were reinforced, pairs were more efficient at getting food
if they consisted of individuals with very different temperaments (slope of performance on temperamental difference
between pair members ¼ 16.53 + 3.87 for role-reinforced
pairs, estimate + s.e.). By contrast, when roles were reversed,
overall group efficiency was weakly negatively affected by
temperament differences (slope of performance on temperamental difference between pair members ¼ 20.75 + 1.27
for role-reversed pairs). In other words, temperamental differences within a pair led to improved performance when
pair members were rewarded for assuming their usual roles,
but to impaired performance when they were forced to
switch roles.

4. Discussion
Our previous work on sticklebacks showed that temperamental differences in boldness strongly influence the adoption of
leader and follower roles in foraging pairs. Bolder individuals
typically lead, whereas shy individuals typically follow
[15,25]. In this study, however, we have shown that both
bolder and shyer fish can readily adjust their tendency to
follow others in response to the profitability of doing so.
Differences in the reward scheme we imposed overrode temperamental differences in the tendency to follow, such that
bolder fish followed more assiduously than their partners
in role-reversed pairs, just as shyer fish did in role-reinforced
pairs. These findings are similar to the results of studies of
social learning, in which individual reliance on social information use is modulated by the reliability of cues provided
by others [31– 33], and to the results of studies on social foraging, in which individual reliance on scrounging tactics
(following others to obtain a share of the food they locate)
is adjusted in response to its profitability [34,35].
On the face of it, our evidence for ‘flexible following’
suggests that leadership within a group is likely to prove
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fluid, with switches in role occurring easily in response to
changes in the information that different group members
possess about the state of the environment [12]. Because
there is greater profit to be gained by following group members who are better informed about the location of food
sources, we would expect such individuals to emerge as leaders. However, our analysis also revealed that while the
tendency to follow is malleable, the tendency to lead, or
more precisely to initiate group movement, is much less flexible. Even after four days of training, differences in the
reward scheme we imposed were not enough to overcome
temperamental differences in the tendency to lead: bolder
fish led more effectively than their partners in role-reinforced
as well as in role-reversed pairs. It thus seems that the fish
(whether bold or shy) can learn to follow but struggle to
learn to lead.
Our finding that the tendency to follow is more malleable
than the tendency to lead raises some intriguing questions
about the evolution of animal personalities. To date, most
models of personality evolution have focused on identifying
selective pressures that could potentially explain the emergence of temperamental variation in a population [36].
However, our results suggest that different aspects of behaviour may be more or less sensitive to such variation, even in
the same context (here social foraging). The fish in our experiments show consistent interindividual differences in the
tendency to lead, which persist even in the face of our opposing training regimes, but no such robust differences in the
tendency to follow. Why should one aspect of behaviour be
less malleable than the other? Existing models suggest that
certain kinds of feedback may promote or inhibit the emergence of distinct personality types in a population [36], but
it remains to be seen whether such feedback mechanisms
can account for the difference we observe between leading
and following.
The inability of the fish to adjust their level of leadership
(or initiative) in response to switches in social role also has
interesting implications for the impact of personality differences on group performance. Studies of group psychology
in humans have shown that groups featuring greater diversity in certain personality traits ( principally extroversion)
may enjoy improved performance [37,38], and there is some
limited evidence for such effects also in non-human animals
[39 –41]. One explanation suggested in the human literature is
that differences in extroversion can facilitate role differentiation and the emergence of leaders [37]. This idea is in
accord with a recent model of leadership in animal groups,
which suggests that selection for efficient coordination can
drive the evolution of personality differences precisely
because it promotes clear differentiation between leaders
and followers within a group [3]. Yet the human data are
far from consistent [42]. There is contradictory evidence
from other studies that personality differences can sometimes
have no effect, or even a negative effect, on team performance
[43], and a recent meta-analysis found only weak effects of
personality variation overall [44].
Our findings may help to account for these conflicting
results on the impact of personality variation because they
show that the effect of temperamental differences is likely
to depend upon the roles that individuals adopt within a
group. Figure 4 shows that the mean performance of fish
pairs in our experiment was positively related to the difference in boldness between pair members when normal
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from human studies come from work on self-managed
teams that do not have roles imposed on them but are free
to structure their own work [45].
Experiments were approved by the Animal Users Management
Committee of the University of Cambridge.
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